Introduction THE PARTICLE t'ah IN SLAVEY DISCOURSE
Carl H. Harrison and Victor P. Monus 1. Preliminary notes on discourse structure 2. i-t'ah as paragraph marker, and other features of discourse 3. The particle t'ah 3.1 Instrument, material source, or means 3.2 Reason or cause 4. Further notes on~ as a paragraph marker 5. An illustrative discourse with free translation 6. Conclusion O. The purpose of this paper is to describe the particle t'ah 1 in its various uses within Slavey discourse.
~
Slavey is a member of the northern group of the Athapaskan language family, two languages of the southern group being Navajo and Apache. It is spoken by an estimated 2,500 people who live in widely-separated settlements throughout the Mackenzie River Valley in the Northwest Territories, Northeastern British Columbia, and Northwestern Alberta, Canada.
Some of the significant features of the language are its clause-final verb position, phonemic pitch, potentially long prefix strings, frequent morphophonemic elision, and wide distribution of glottalization.
Several folk narratives are represented in this analysis, and one short annotated text is included for illustrative purposes. 2 l. Preliminary notes on discourse structure. A Slavey folk narrative consists, with occasional exceptions, of the following parts: aperture, background, narrative body, closure and finis. The narrator may digress at any point, interjecting explanatory or further background material. The illustrative text given below was consciously compressed by the narrator and for this reason aperture and background are combined tnto one sentence and the usual finis is absent. Otherwise, the various parts of the story contain features typical of corresponding parts in longer narratives.
The aperture is a fonnula of the once-upon-a-time variety. The background introduces at least the first major participant and gives infonnation necessary for an appreciation of the narrative line. The narrative body is made up of one or more episodes, each of which is divisible into paragraphs, of wh;ch one is usually identifiable as the climax. The closure ties up loose ends, makes a moral, sununari"zes or describes a final resolved state of harmony. The finis is a formula for ending stories.
2. i-t'ah as paragraph marker, 3 and other features of discourse. Each paragraph features one participant as the focus, acting alone or interacting with others. Among other features signalling paragraph or focused-participant change, two of the more reliable are the particles i-t'ah and a nominal form referring to the new participant-in-focus. The reader is referred to paragraph 2 of the story where the nominal me-h-iie is the participant brought into focus for this paragraph. it'ah can be used to segment the story i"nto four parts.
1. Aperture -background. 2. it'ah, 1st narrative paragraph featuring the.strong-eyed man. 3. it'ah, 2nd narrative paragraph featuring the strong-eared man. 4. it'ah, closure.
In the second paragraph of the narrative body, since the participant in focus switches to the companion, a clause level nominal expression is used. Throughout the rest of a paragraph, bound pronoun anaphors are the principal method for forming a continuing referential chain to the participant in focus. Fourth person bound anaphors refer to any other participant interacting with the participant-in-focus.
In narrative paragraph 1, even though another participant is given full nominal form, the 3rd person reflexive prefix de his otim serves to mark this as a reference to someone who is not the participant-in-focus of this paragraph. Thus it is still stPong-eyes· who is talking to his companion. StPong-eyes is still in focus.
Occasionally a participant-not-in-focus is featured as the underlying agent in a particular action. In such case, the verb takes the passive form, featuring, once again, participant-in-focus as the one affected by the action.
Participants in a folk story as a whole are ranked. The top ranking participant (hero or protagonist) is introduced into the narrative as "man", 11 woman 11 , "young man", or ~ome such nominal expression. Second ranked participants, unless they are unrelated antagonists, are usually referred to by nominal expressions related to the first ranked participant by means of a possessor prefix forming some expression such as "his mother•i, "his children", or, in the case of this story, "his companion".
The participant-i"n-focus in a particular paragraph is referred to by a nominal expression at the beginning of a paragraph unless there has been no switch of focus from a previous paragraph (background or aside). Thus in the first narrative paragraph of the story, the focused participant is not renamed because he was named in the background. 4. Further notes on t'ah as a paragraph marker. Occasionally a speaker of the language wi"i"T'"'use t'ah alone as a paragraph marker. For some time this made a clear analysis difficult. However, other features characteristic of paragraph change are usually present to clarify the function of this particle. One of these that occurs quite frequently is a locative expression which takes the story line to a new location, a clear signal for at least a paragraph change, and possibly a new episode. Intonation and pause are other cues to the status of this particle in this position.
Uses of t'
If falling intonation and pause come immediately before the particle, it is further confirmation of a paragraph break.
5. An illustrative discourse. 6. This paper outlines certain discoveries concerning discourse structure in Slavey with particular reference to the particle t'ah. There are a nunter of other interesting particles and important features of discourse that are in process of yielding to various discovery procedures of the type that are brought to light in recent literature (see Bibliography}. Slavey speakers use other devices to heighten or diminish focus on major participants. to create suspense. to relate time frames. and. in short. do everything necessary to make a Slavey story interesting and intelligible to a Slavey listener.
FOOTNOTES
1 The apostrophe is used to indicate glottal stop when it occurs between vowels and glottalization of the preceding consonant elsewhere.
2we are indebted to Ted Trindell of Fort Simpson. N.W.T. for the story used in this paper.
